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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR IRREDUCIBILITY,

ERGODICITY AND RECURRENCE OF A MARKOV

PROCESS X n+1=f(Xn) +en+l

1. Introduction

In this paper, we are interested m the stochastic difference equation
of the form

where {en: n~ l} is a sequence of independent, identically distributed
random vectors taking values in Rk, X o is arbitrary but independent of
En. Suppose Rk is equipped with the Euclidean norm, 11-11, and has the
topology generated by the norm, and that P' denote the Borel a-field of
Rk. Let ,l be the Lebesgue measure.

Let

p(n) (x, B)=prob(XnEBIXo=x), xERk, BEftk.

Then {Xn : n~O} with transition probability function P(x, B) =
pm (x, B) forms a Markov process with the state space (Rk, P', tI').

In this paper, we aim to find sufficient conditions on f and En in
(1.l) for irreducibility, and then for ergodicity and recurrence of the
process.

For the case wheref(Xn)=A-Xn, A being a kxk matrix, it is known
that {Xn : n~O} is an ergodic process if eigenvalues of A all lie inside
the unit circle (Bhattacharya and Lee [1J). Geometric ergodicity of so
called SETAR-model is studied by Chan and Tong [2J. Now it is of
interest to investigate the process {Xn} which is derived by more general
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function f.
We shall call a Markov process with n-step transition probabilities

pn) (x, B) sb-irreducible for some non-trivial a-finite measure sb on jjh,
if whenever sb(B»O, I::2- nr n ) (x, B»O for every xERk (Orey [4J).

n

A non-trivial a-finite measure re on Rk is called subinvariant for {Xn}

if it satisfies

1C(B) ~ f re (dy) P(y, B), BEjjk.

If {Xn } is a sb-irreducible process, there is a subinvariant measure
stronger than sb (Jain and Jamison [3J).

We say that P(x, .) has the strong Feller property if every BEjjh,
P(x, B) is a continuous function in x, and P(x, .) has the (weak)
Feller property if for every sequence X n converging to xERk, P(xn , .)

converges weakly to P(x, .) as n---+co.
For an irreducible Markov precess {Xn} with state space (Rh, jjh, pk)

following two theorems were proved. Here 1C is a subinvariant measure
for {Xn}.

THEOREM 1. 1. (pollard and Tweedie [5J) If the transition probability
P (x, .) has the strong Feller property, then every compact set has finite

re-mearure.

THEOREM 1. 2. (Tweedie [6J) Let rx=E[IIXn+11l-IIXn IlIXn =xJ.
(a) A sufficient condition for {Xn } to be ergodic is the existence of a

K satisfying O<1C(K)<co such that for some c>O, rx~ -c for all x$.K
and for some M>O, rx~M<cx> for all xEK.

(b) A sufficient condition for recurrence is the existence of a K with
O<re(K)<cx> such that rx~O for all x$.K.

2. Irreducibility

THEOREM 2.1. For {Xn } generated by (1. 1)
(a) P(x, .) has the Feller property if f is continuous.
(b) P(x, .) has the strong Feller property if (i) f is continuous, and

(ii) the distribution Q of Cl is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure pk and has a density q which is continuous a.e. (pk).

Proof. (a) Let g be a bounded continuous function on Rk and X n
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converge to xERk. Since P(x, B) =Q(B-f(x», by bounded conver
gence theorem,

fg(z) P(xn, dz)= fg(z+f(xn»Q(dz)

-+ fg(z+f(x»Q(dz) = f fg(z)P(x, dz).

Therefore P(xn, .) converges weakly to P(x, .) as n-+oo.
(b) Note that

P(x, B) = f q(y)dy= Sq(z-f(x»dz.
B-f(x} B

Hence the density of P(x, dz) is q(z-f(x». Fix x, and let xn-+x.
Then

q(z-f(xn) )-q(z-f(x» for every zEC+j(x),

where C is the set of points of continuity of q. Since the complement of
C has Lebesgue measure zero, the complement of (C+f(x», which is
equal to the complement of C+ j(x), has Lebesgue measure zero, since
the Lebesgue measure is translation invariant.

Thus

q(z-f(xn»-+q(z-f(x» a.e.

By Scheffee's theorem,

sup. I f q(z- f(xn) )dz- f q(z- f(x) )dz 1-0 as n-+oo
BEl B B

which completes the proof.

THEOREM 2. 2. If the distribution Q oj el MS a nonzero absolutely
continuous component with respect to fl-k with density q which is positive
a.e. (fl-k) on Rk, then the Markov process {Xn} is Ji-irreducible.

Proof. P(x, B)=Q(B-f(x»~f q(y)dY=Ot;:=>fl-k(B-f(x»=Ot;:=>
B-f(x)

fl-k(B) =0 because of the translation invariance of p.k.

THEOREM 2. 3. Let Q be· a probability measure on f3\ and let f be a
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continuous junction on Rk to Rk. Consider a Markov process on Rk with
transition probability junction P(x, dy) given by

P(x, B) =Q(B- j(x)).

Suppose Q has a nonzero absolutely continuous component with respect to
the Lebesgue measure whose density q is positive on a nonempty open set
~ Define

V/ll=j(x) + V
V",(n+I) = {fez) + V: zEV",<n)} = U {j(z) + V}, n=l, 2, 3···

zEV:(n)

Let

00

V",= U V/n), W= nV",
n=l ",ER'

If W contains a Borel-measurable set A oj positive Lebesgue measure,
then the process is eft-irreducible where c/J(B) =,ll(BnA) jor Borel set B.

Proof. Note that pm (x, dy) =P(x, dy) has an absolutely continuous
component with strictly positive density Po(1) (x, y) =q(y-f(x) for
yE V", (1). Assuming, as induction hypothesis, that the n-step transition
probability has an absolutely continuous component whose density
po<n)(x,y) is positive for all yEv/n>, we have

po<n+1}(x,y)~f R'Po(Z,y) po<n)(x,z)dz

~Jv/.'po(z,y) PoinJ(x,z)dz

(2.1) ~ f v.(.Jq(y- j(z») poinJ (x, z)dz.

Now yEv... (n+l) if and only if yEj(z) + V for some zEV",(nJ. Thus if
yEv/n+ll, there is z=zoEv/nJ such that yEj(zo) + V. Since V is open
and f is continuous, there is an open neighborhood U(zo) of Zo such
that yEj(z) + V for all 2OEU(2Oo). Since V",(nJ is open and 2OoEV",(nJ,

U(2Oo):=)v... (nJ is a neighborhood of 200 on which Po(z,y) po<n)(x,2O) is
positive. From (2.1) it now follows that

(2.2)

The induction is completed.
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Now assume that W contains a Borel set A such that l (A) >0. Since
00

ACUVx(n), if B is a Borel set such that q,(B)=l(BnA»O, there
n=l

exists n such that ,uk(Bnv/n» >0. For this n, we have by (2.2)

p:n) (x, B);;;;f (o)po(n) (x, y)dy>O
BnY.

CoROLLARY 2. 4. Suppose that f is continuous and has a unique fixed
point Xo and that the nth iterate pn) (x) convergs to Xo for each x as
n-+oo. Let Q have a non-zero absolutely continuous component whose densisty
is positive a.e. (,uk) on a neighborhood of zero, say (-o~, o~) = {yERk,
-O<Yi<O, for all i} (~=(1, 1, 1······, 1). Then the Markov process is
eft-irreducible where q,(B)=l(Bn {(-o~, o~)+xo}).

Proof. Use the same notation as in the proof of theorem 2. 3. In the
present case take V= (-o~, o~), so that

V/1)=f(x) + (-o~, 0§)3f(x) ,
Vx(2)-:Jf,2) (x) + (-o§, O~)3P2)(x),

v/n)-:J!'n) (x) + (-o§, 0§)3!'n) (x).

Thus for all sufficiently large n,

Vx(n)-:Jxo+ (-o§, o~).

Hence Vx-:Jxo+ (-o§, o§), for all xERk.
Therefore, W n Vx-:Jxo+ (-o§, o§).

xERII

Apply theorem 2.3, with A=xo+ (-o§, o§).

3. Ergodicity and Recurrence

In this section, we let 7T: denote a fixed subinvariant measure for
irreducible process {Xn}.

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f is continuous and the distribution Q of e1 has
a density q which is continuous a.e. (,uk). Then if either q is positive a.e.
or f and en satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 2. 3, then

(a) Sufficient condition for ergodicity is the existence of a>O and
oo>a>Ellc111 such that for all x with IIxll>a, IIf(x)II~lIxll-a.
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(b) Sufficient condition for recurrence is the existence of a>O such
that IIf(x)II;£lIxll-Ellelll for all x with IIxll>a.

Proof. By theorem 2.2 or theorem 2.3, {Xn} is irreducible. Theorem
2.1 together with theorem 1.1 guarantee that every compact set in Rk
has finite IT-measure. If we take c=a-Elledl, then r,,;£ -c for x with
IIxll>a and {f(x) : IIxll;£a} is bounded by continuity of f.
Since {x:llxll~a} increases to Rk as a~oo, there exists a'>a such that
IT ( {x; \Ix \I~ a'} ) >0. Hence the conclusion follows from theorem 1. 2.

THEOREM 3. 2. Let f and en satisfy the hypotheses of theorem 2. 3, and
let {P(x, .)} has only finitely many discontinuities. Then (a) and (b) in
theorem 3. 1 is true.

To prove theorem 3.2, we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. 3. Under the hypotheses of theorem 3. 2, every compact set
KEfik has finite IT-measure.

Proof. By 4J-irreducibility, we have

IT(B) ~Jn(dy) P(y, B), BEfik.

Iterating the above equation, we obtain

(3.1) fi(l- fi)-ln (B) ~JIT(dy) GfJ(y, B),

00

where 0<13<1 and GfJ (y, B) = 'E,fimP m) (y, B).
m=l

Let D be the set of all discontinuities of {P (x, •)} .
It is known that for Yn~Y, P(Yn, B)~P(y,B) for all B$.fik if and

only if JP(Yn, dz)g(z)-+JP(y, dz) g(z) for every bounded measurable

function g on Rk to R.
For any bounded measurable function g and Yn~y$.D

(3.2) Jp~n+l) (Yn, dz) g(z) = JP(Yn, dw) Jp'm) (w, dz) g(z)

~JP(y, dw) Jpm) (w, dz) g(z)

= Jrm+l) (y, dz) g(z)
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Above convergence follows from P(Yn, •)-+P(y,·) for y$.D and

f pm) (w, dz) g(z) is a bounded measurable function in w. Hence for

all rn, P m) (y, .) is continuous for yid;D.
Now suppose p<l, Yn-+y$D. Then for all BEf3k

lim G#(Yn, B) = f; pm lim p,m) (Yn, B)
m=l n-oo

<X>

= L; pmpm) (y, B)
m=l

=G#(y, B),

the first equality comes from the uniform convergence of the series
G#(y,·), and the second from (3.2). Thus G#(y,·) is continous for
y$.D. Since D has only finitely many points, for any compact set K,

inf G#(y, B) >0, whenever Ij;(B) >0.
yEK

Using (3. 1) and taking BEpk such that O<n (B) <00, we have

n(K);;;,p(l_p)-1 n(B) [inf G#(y,B)J-l<OO.
yEK

Proof of theorem 3. 2. Since Ij;<<n, previous lemma shows that every
compact set K with 1J(K) >0 has positive finite n-measure. Here 1J(B)
=.ci(BnA), BEf3\ A is given in theorem 2.3.

Suppose there exists a such that for some c>O, r,,;;;' -c for all x
with IIxll>a. Then we may choose sufficiently large a'>a so that ep(lIxll
;;;'a')=.cl({llxll;;;'a'} nA»O. And hence for such a', we have r,,;;;'-c
for all x with Ilxll>a' which completes the proof.
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